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10 10 –– Cup (50 Ounce) CapacityCup (50 Ounce) Capacity

AROMA BUTTONAROMA BUTTON
Activates a unique brewing process that enhances the flavor and Activates a unique brewing process that enhances the flavor and aroma of your aroma of your 
coffee.  To achieve this fullcoffee.  To achieve this full--bodied flavor, the coffee maker advances through bodied flavor, the coffee maker advances through 
several continuous cycles.  During the cycles, water is releasedseveral continuous cycles.  During the cycles, water is released into the filter into the filter 
basket in 30basket in 30--second intervals.  This special timesecond intervals.  This special time--released process saturates released process saturates 
grounds a little at a time to extract the best flavor and aroma grounds a little at a time to extract the best flavor and aroma from your from your 
coffee.coffee.

2424--HOUR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL TIMERHOUR PROGRAMMABLE DIGITAL TIMER
With brew automatic shutWith brew automatic shut--off.off.

WATER LEVEL INDICATORWATER LEVEL INDICATOR
Lets you know when the unit needs refilling.  Lets you know when the unit needs refilling.  

PERMANENT GOLDPERMANENT GOLD--TONE FILTER TONE FILTER 
Durable and long lasting, the goldDurable and long lasting, the gold--tone filter is tone filter is 
specially designed to keep even the finest grounds out specially designed to keep even the finest grounds out 
of your coffee.of your coffee.

PAUSE AND SERVE FUNCTIONPAUSE AND SERVE FUNCTION
Allows you to interrupt the brewing cycle and pour a Allows you to interrupt the brewing cycle and pour a 
cup of coffee.cup of coffee.

CUP STORAGE TRAYCUP STORAGE TRAY
For warm, readyFor warm, ready--toto--use cups.use cups.

CORD STORAGECORD STORAGE

COMPLETE FRONTAL ACCESS FEATURECOMPLETE FRONTAL ACCESS FEATURE
Easily fill the water tank and ground coffee Easily fill the water tank and ground coffee 
filter without moving the unit. Open the door filter without moving the unit. Open the door 

using the handle, pour water in the channel using the handle, pour water in the channel 
and put grounds in the coffee filter. and put grounds in the coffee filter. 

DOUBLEDOUBLE--WALL THERMAL CARAFEWALL THERMAL CARAFE
The unique vacuumThe unique vacuum--sealed design retains heat, to keep sealed design retains heat, to keep 

coffee hot for hours.  And it preserves that great coffee hot for hours.  And it preserves that great 
coffee flavor from the moment you brew it.coffee flavor from the moment you brew it.
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